
Title
#VIENTOSDEPAZ – Winds of peace

Description

Let our skies be dressed in colours!

The activity invites to make kites that transmit a message of peace, through their shape, design or with a
message of peace written. It is preferable to fly them in a public place, all together, so that you can create a
harmonious show and a positive impact on more people.

"You there where you live, and me from here, the same wind will embrace us...".

The initiative is promoted by Mimos para tu Ojos in close synergy with Living Peace International .

Receivers

Children, young people and adults from schools, youth groups and associations.

Targets

- to reflect on values that promote peace
- to improve manual skills
- to develop creativity
- to foster links of trust and reciprocity among participants
- to link peace promotion with physical activity
- to develop notions of geography

Activities

1- To promote a reflection on a value linked to peace: empathy, generosity, to be the first to love, listening
to the other, respect...
2- Formation of pairs to prepare together a kite of peace remembering what emerged during the reflection,
choosing together the size, the theme, the colours, the shape...
3- To discover together (depending on the age of the participants) what determines the flight of the kite
4- Together with the group choose the place and the day to fly the kites

Publish the initiative in social networks with the hashtag #VIENTOSDEPAZ.

Timeframe

There are no deadlines, it will depend on the period of the year in which favourable winds are present.

https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=653419931478322&id=611649195655396
http://livingpeaceinternational.org/en/


If you join this initiative send us photos and videos of your activity to share with the entire network of
Living Peace International!

Write to the address:
mimosparatusojos@hotmail.com
info@livingpeaceinternational.org. ***

*** Living Peace acts accordingly to the EU General Data Protection Regulation, which came into force on
25 May, 2018.

If you want to share pictures and videos of children and kids, you must send us a consent/release form
signed by their parents or legal guardian(s). You can download the consent form here, and address it to
AMU NGO, which is in charge of data management for the Living Peace International project, sending an
email to privacy@amu-it.eu.

If a consent form cannot be provided, please remember to send us only pictures and videos where
people—especially minors—are not recognisable.
These may include shots taken from above or behind, where you can see the children involved in the
activity, but you cannot take a front view shot.
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